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Abstract
Primitive words, or strings over a ﬁnite alphabet that cannot be written as a power of another string,
play an important role in formal language theory, coding theory, and combinatorics on words to name
a few. In this paper, we extend some fundamental results about primitive words to primitive partial
words. Partial words are strings that may have a number of “do not know” symbols.
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1. Introduction
Primitive words, those that cannot be written as a power of another word, play an
important role in formal language theory, coding theory, and combinatorics on words to
name a few. In this paper, we extend some fundamental results about primitive words to
partial words.While aword of length n, or a string of n symbols, over a ﬁnite alphabetA can
be described by a total function from {0, . . . , n−1} intoA, a partial word of length n can be
described by a partial function from {0, . . . , n−1} intoA. Elements of {0, . . . , n−1}without
an image are called holes.Aword is just a partial wordwithout holes. Themotivation behind
the notion of a partial word is the comparison of two genes (or two proteins). Alignment
of two such strings can be viewed as a construction of two partial words that are said to be
compatible in a sense that is described in Section 2.2. Several fundamental results on words
have been extended to partial words [1–7].
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This paper introduces primitive partial words. We ﬁrst review, in Section 2, basic prop-
erties of words and partial words. We state, in Section 3, the fundamental periodicity result
of Fine and Wilf as well as its extension to partial words. In Section 4, we discuss some
combinatorial properties of partial words including the equidivisibility property or Lemma
of Levi, the conjugacy property, and the commutativity property. In Section 5, we deﬁne
primitive partial words and we discuss fundamental properties of these partial words. Fi-
nally, in Section 6, we study a class of primitive partial words called the unbordered partial
words.
2. Preliminaries
This section is devoted to reviewing basic concepts on words and partial words.
2.1. Words
Let A be a nonempty ﬁnite set of symbols called an alphabet. Symbols in A are called
letters and any ﬁnite string over A is called a word over A. The empty word, that is the word
containing no letter, is denoted by . The set of all words over A is denoted by A∗. If we
deﬁne the operation of two words u and v of A∗ by juxtaposition (or concatenation), then
A∗ is a monoid with identity . We call A+ = A∗\{} the free semigroup generated by A
and A∗ the free monoid generated by A. The set A∗ can also be viewed as⋃n0An where
A0 = {} and An is the set of all words of length n over A. Throughout, the cardinality of a
set S is denoted by ‖S‖.
For any word u over A, |u| denotes the number of letters occurring in u. In particular,
|| = 0. The set of symbols occurring in a word u is denoted by (u). A word of length n
over A can be deﬁned by a total function u : {0, . . . , n−1} → A and is usually represented
as u = a0a1 . . . an−1 with ai ∈ A. If u = a0 . . . an−1 with ai ∈ A, then a period of u is a
positive integer p such that ai = ai+p for 0 i < n− p. For a word u, the powers of u are
deﬁned inductively by u0 =  and, for any n1, un = uun−1. A word u is a factor of the
word v if there exist words x, y such that v = xuy. The factor u is called proper if u = v.
The word u is a preﬁx (respectively, sufﬁx) of v if x =  (respectively, y = ).
2.2. Partial words
A partial word u of length n over A is a partial function u : {0, . . . , n − 1} → A. For
0 i < n, if u(i) is deﬁned, then we say that i belongs to the domain of u (denoted by
i ∈ D(u)), otherwise we say that i belongs to the set of holes of u (denoted by i ∈ H(u)).
A word over A is a partial word over A with an empty set of holes (we sometimes refer to
words as full words).
If u is a partial word of length n over A, then the companion of u (denoted by u) is the
total function u : {0, . . . , n− 1} → A ∪ {} deﬁned by
u(i)=
{
u(i) if i ∈ D(u),
 otherwise.
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The bijectivity of the map u → u allows us to deﬁne for partial words concepts such
as concatenation and powers in a trivial way. The symbol  is viewed as a “do not know”
symbol and not as a “do not care” symbol as in patternmatching. Theword u=abbbcbb
is the companion of the partial word u of length 9 where D(u) = {0, 1, 2, 4, 6, 7, 8} and
H(u)= {3, 5}.
A period of a partial word u over A is a positive integer p such that u(i)= u(j) whenever
i, j ∈ D(u) and i ≡ j modp. In such a case, we call u p-periodic. Similarly, a local period
of u is a positive integer p such that u(i)= u(i + p) whenever i, i + p ∈ D(u). In such a
case, we call u locally p-periodic. The partial word with companion abb  bbcbb is locally
3-periodic but is not 3-periodic. The latter shows a difference between partial words and
words since every locally p-periodic word is p-periodic. Another difference worth noting is
the fact that even if the length of a partial word u is a multiple of a local period of u, then
u is not necessarily a power of a shorter partial word. The minimal period of u is denoted
by p(u), and the minimal local period by p′(u).
If u and v are two partial words of equal length, then u is said to be contained in v,
denoted by u ⊂ v, if D(u) ⊂ D(v) and u(i) = v(i) for all i ∈ D(u). The order u ⊂ v on
partial words is obtained when we let <a and aa for all a ∈ A. The partial words u
and v are called compatible, denoted by u ↑ v, if there exists a partial word w such that
u ⊂ w and v ⊂ w. We denote by u ∨ v the least upper bound of u and v (in other words,
u ⊂ u ∨ v and v ⊂ u ∨ v and D(u ∨ v)=D(u) ∪D(v)). As an example, u = aba  a
and v = a  b  a are the companions of two partial words u and v that are compatible
and (u ∨ v) = abab  a.
The following rules are useful for computing with partial words.
Multiplication: If u ↑ v and x ↑ y, then ux ↑ vy.
Simpliﬁcation: If ux ↑ vy and |u| = |v|, then u ↑ v and x ↑ y.
Weakening: If u ↑ v and w ⊂ u, then w ↑ v.
3. Periodicity results
In this section, we review some periodicity results on words and partial words.
The fundamental periodicity result of Fine and Wilf can be stated as follows.
Theorem 1 (Fine and Wilf [10]). If a word u is p-periodic and q-periodic and |u|p +
q − gcd(p, q), then u is gcd(p, q)-periodic.
The bound p+ q − gcd(p, q) turns out to be optimal, since, for example, abaababaaba
has periods 5 and 8, has length 11= 5+ 8− gcd(5, 8)− 1, but does not have period 1.
Berstel and Boasson proved a variant of Theorem 1 for partial words with one hole.
Theorem 2 (Berstel and Boasson [1]). If a partial word u with one hole is locally p-
periodic and locally q-periodic and |u|p + q, then u is gcd(p, q)-periodic.
The bound p + q turns out to be optimal since, for example, aaaabaaaa  aa has one
hole, is locally 5-periodic and locally 8-periodic, has length 12 = 5 + 8 − 1, but is not
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Fig. 2.
1-periodic. Theorem 2 does not hold for two holes since, for example, ab  aba  ba has
two holes, is locally 3-periodic and locally 5-periodic, has length 3 + 5, but is not 1-
periodic. Note that if gcd(p, q) = 1, then Theorem 2 implies Theorem 1 by considering
v = u or v = u where u is a word satisfying Theorem 1’s assumptions.
In our recent paper [6], we extend Theorem 2 to partial words with two or three holes.
The strengthening to an arbitrary number of holes is done in our paper [2]. In summary, we
proved the following:
Let u be a nonempty partial word.
• For a very large class of partial words, if u has 2n holes and u is locally p-periodic and
locally q-periodic and |u|(n+ 1)(p + q)− gcd(p, q), then u is gcd(p, q)-periodic.
• For a very large class of partial words, if u has 2n + 1 holes and u is locally p-periodic
and locally q-periodic and |u|(n+ 1)(p + q), then u is gcd(p, q)-periodic.
We also show these bounds to be optimal. Our results extend Theorems 1 and 2.
We now precisely state our results.
Let q be an integer satisfying p<q. Let u be a partial word of length n that is locally
p-periodic and locally q-periodic. The companion of u, u = u(0)u(1) . . . u(n− 1), can
be represented as a 2-dimensional structure. We illustrate this with examples.
In a case where gcd(p, q)= 1 (like p = 2 and q = 5) we get 1 array (Fig. 1):
If we wrap the array around and sew the last row to the ﬁrst row so that u(3) is sewn to
u(5), u(8) is sewn to u(10), and so on, then we get a cylinder for the positions of u.
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In a case where gcd(p, q)= 2 (like p = 6 and q = 8) we get 2 arrays (Fig. 2):
If we wrap the ﬁrst array around and sew the last row to the ﬁrst row so that u(2) is
sewn to u(8), u(10) is sewn to u(16), u(18) is sewn to u(24), and so on, then we get a
cylinder for some of the positions of u. The other positions are in the second array where
we wrap around and sew the last row to the ﬁrst row so that u(3) is sewn to u(9), u(11)
is sewn to u(17), u(19) is sewn to u(25), and so on.
In general, if gcd(p, q)= d , we get d arrays. In this case, we say that i−p (respectively,
i + p) is immediately above (respectively, below) i (within one of the d arrays) whenever
p i < n (respectively, 0 i < n− p). Similarly, we say that i − q (respectively, i + q) is
immediately left (respectively, right) of i (within one of the d arrays) whenever q i < n
(respectively, 0 i < n − q). As before, the fact that u is locally p-periodic implies that if
i, i+p ∈ D(u), then u(i)=u(i+p). Similarly, the fact that u is locally q-periodic implies
that if i, i + q ∈ D(u), then u(i)= u(i + q).
The following deﬁne three types of isolation that will be acceptable in our deﬁnition of
special partial word. In type 1, we have a continuous sequence of holes isolating a subset
of deﬁned positions (this type of isolation occurs at the beginning of the partial word). In
type 2, a continuous sequence of holes completely surrounds a subset of deﬁned positions.
Finally, in type 3, a continuous sequence of holes isolates a subset of deﬁned positions (this
type of isolation occurs at the end of the partial word).
Deﬁnition 1 (Blanchet-Sadri [2]). Let S be a nonempty proper subset of D(u). We say
that H(u) 1-isolates S (or that S is 1-isolated by H(u)) if the following hold:
• Left If i ∈ S and iq, then i − q ∈ S or i − q ∈ H(u).
• Right If i ∈ S, then i + q ∈ S or i + q ∈ H(u).
• Above If i ∈ S and ip, then i − p ∈ S or i − p ∈ H(u).
• Below If i ∈ S, then i + p ∈ S or i + p ∈ H(u).
Deﬁnition 2 (Blanchet-Sadri [2]). Let S be a nonempty proper subset of D(u). We say
that H(u) 2-isolates S (or that S is 2-isolated by H(u)) if the following hold:
• Left If i ∈ S, then i − q ∈ S or i − q ∈ H(u).
• Right If i ∈ S, then i + q ∈ S or i + q ∈ H(u).
• Above If i ∈ S, then i − p ∈ S or i − p ∈ H(u).
• Below If i ∈ S, then i + p ∈ S or i + p ∈ H(u).
Deﬁnition 3 (Blanchet-Sadri [2]). Let S be a nonempty proper subset of Domain(u). We
say that H(u) 3-isolates S (or that S is 3-isolated by H(u)) if the following hold:
• Left If i ∈ S, then i − q ∈ S or i − q ∈ H(u).
• Right If i ∈ S and i < n− q, then i + q ∈ S or i + q ∈ H(u).
• Above If i ∈ S, then i − p ∈ S or i − p ∈ H(u).
• Below If i ∈ S and i < n− p, then i + p ∈ S or i + p ∈ H(u).
In what follows, we deﬁne Nj = {i | i0 and i ≡ j mod gcd(p, q)} for 0j < gcd
(p, q).
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Deﬁnition 4 (Blanchet-Sadri [2]). Let p and q be positive integers satisfying p<q. For
1 i3, the partial word u is called (‖H(u)‖, p, q)-special of type i if there exists 0j
< gcd(p, q) such that H(u) i-isolates a nonempty proper subset ofD(u)∩Nj . The partial
word u is called (‖H(u)‖, p, q)-special if u is (‖H(u)‖, p, q)-special of type i for some
i ∈ {1, 2, 3}.
As a ﬁrst example, the partial word u of Fig. 3 is (5, 2, 5)-special (p= 2 and q = 5). The
set of positions {0, 2, 4, 9} is 1-isolated by H(u).
As a second example, the partial word of Fig. 4 is not (6, 6, 8)-special.
We now deﬁne the critical lengths. We consider an even number of holes 2n and an odd
number of holes 2n+ 1.
Deﬁnition 5 (Blanchet-Sadri [2]). Let p and q be positive integers satisfying p<q. The
critical lengths for p and q are deﬁned as follows:
• (2n,p,q) = (n+ 1)(p + q)− gcd(p, q) for n0, and
• (2n+1,p,q) = (n+ 1)(p + q) for n0.
Theorem 3 (Blanchet-Sadri [2]). Let p and q be positive integers satisfying p<q, and let
n be a positive integer.
• Let u be a partial word such that ‖H(u)‖ = 2n and assume that u is not (2n, p, q)-
special. If u is locally p-periodic and locally q-periodic and |u|(2n,p,q), then u is
gcd(p, q)-periodic.
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• Let u be a partial word such that ‖H(u)‖=2n+1 and assume that u is not (2n+1, p, q)-
special. If u is locally p-periodic and locally q-periodic and |u|(2n+1,p,q), then u is
gcd(p, q)-periodic.
In [2], it was shown that the bound (2n,p,q) turns out to be optimal for an even number
of holes 2n, and the bound (2n+1,p,q) optimal for an odd number of holes 2n + 1. It was
also shown there that the condition of not being (‖H(u)‖, p, q)-special is necessary.
4. Combinatorial properties of partial words
In this section, we discuss some combinatorial properties of partial words which include
the equidivisibility property or lemma of Levi (Section 4.1), the conjugacy property (Section
4.2), and the commutativity property (Section 4.3).These properties are used in the following
sections.
4.1. Equidivisibility property
In a free monoid A∗ the following important property, usually referred as the equidivisi-
bility property or lemma of Levi, holds.
Lemma 1 (Lyndon and Schützenberger [14]). Let u, v, x, y be words such that ux = vy.
• If |u| |v|, then there exists a word z such that u= vz and y = zx.
• If |u| |v|, then there exists a word z such that v = uz and x = zy.
Lemma 1’s version for partial words can be stated as follows.
Lemma 2 (Berstel and Boasson [1]). Let u, v, x, y be partial words such that ux ↑ vy.
• If |u| |v|, then there exist partial words w, z such that u= wz, v ↑ w, and y ↑ zx.
• If |u| |v|, then there exist partial words w, z such that v = wz, u ↑ w, and x ↑ zy.
4.2. Conjugacy property
In this section, we investigate the property of conjugacy of partial words.
Lemma 3 (Lyndon and Schützenberger [14]). Let u, v, z be words with u, v nonempty. If
uz = zv, then there exist words x, y such that u = xy, v = yx, and z = (xy)nx for some
integer n0.
Lemma 3’s version for partial words can be stated as follows.
Lemma 4. Let u, v be nonempty partial words, and let z be a word. If uz ↑ zv, then there
exist words x, y such that u ⊂ xy, v ⊂ yx, and z ⊂ (xy)nx for some integer n0.
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Proof. If |u| = |z|, then the conclusion holds with x = z, y = , and n= 0. If |u|> |z|, then
by Lemma 2 there exist partial words w1, w2 such that u = w1w2, z ↑ w1, and v ↑ w2z.
Since v ↑ w2z and z is full, there exists a word w such that v ⊂ wz and w2z ⊂ wz. The
conclusion holds with x = z, y = w, and n = 0. If |u|< |z|, then by Lemma 2 there exist
partial words w1, w2 such that z = w1w2, u ↑ w1, and z ↑ w2v. Since z is a full word,
w1 and w2 are also full. Since w1 is full and u ↑ w1, we get u ⊂ w1. By weakening,
w1w2 ↑ w2v and uw2 ⊂ w1w2 imply uw2 ↑ w2v. Since u is nonempty and |u| = |w1|,
we have |w2|< |z|. The desired conclusion follows by induction on |z| (the initial case is
trivial). To see this, there exist words x, y such that u ⊂ xy, v ⊂ yx, and w2 ⊂ (xy)nx
for some integer n0. The latter implies that w2 = (xy)nx since w2 is full. Consequently,
w1w2 ↑ w2v implies w1(xy)nx ↑ (xy)nxv. If n> 0, then we get w1 = xy since w1 is full
and we conclude that z=w1w2 ⊂ (xy)n+1x. If n= 0, then we get w1x ↑ xv. Hence there
exists a word w such that w1 ⊂ xw and v ⊂ wx. We conclude that u ⊂ xw, v ⊂ wx, and
z ⊂ (xw)1x. 
Lemma 4 does not necessarily hold if z is not full even if u, v are full. The partial words
u= a, v = b, and z = bb provide a counterexample. However, the following holds.
Lemma 5 (Blanchet-Sadri and Luhmann [7]). Let u, v, z be partial words with u, v
nonempty. If uz ↑ zv and uz ∨ zv is |u|-periodic, then there exist words x, y such that
u ⊂ xy, v ⊂ yx, and z ⊂ (xy)nx for some integer n0.
4.3. Commutativity property
One of the most basic property of partial words is the commutativity property which we
discuss in this section.
Lemma 6 (Lyndon and Schützenberger [14]). Let u and v be nonempty words. If uv=vu,
then there exists a word w such that u= wm and v = wn for some integers m, n.
The following lemma was used to prove Lemma 8 that follows.
Lemma 7 (Berstel and Boasson [1]). Let u, v be nonempty words and let w be a partial
word with at most one hole. If w ⊂ uv and w ⊂ vu, then uv = vu.
Lemma 8 (Berstel and Boasson [1]). Let u and v be nonempty partial words such that uv
has at most one hole. If uv ↑ vu, then there exists a word w such that u ⊂ wm and v ⊂ wn
for some integers m, n.
As stated in [1], Lemma 8 is false if uv has two holes. Take for example u = bb and
v = abb.
We now describe an extension of Lemma 8.
Deﬁnition 6 (Blanchet-Sadri and Luhmann [7]).
Let k,  be positive integers satisfying k. For 0 i < k+ , we deﬁne the sequence of
i relative to k,  as seqk,(i)= (i0, i1, i2, . . . , in, in+1) where
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• i0 = i = in+1,
• For 1jn, ij = i,
• For 1jn+ 1, ij is deﬁned as
ij =
{
ij−1 + k if ij−1<,
ij−1 −  otherwise.
For example, if k=4 and =10, then seq4,10(1)=(1, 5, 9, 13, 3, 7, 11, 1) and seq4,10(6)=
(6, 10, 0, 4, 8, 12, 2, 6).
Deﬁnition 7 (Blanchet-Sadri and Luhmann [7]). Let k,  be positive integers satisfying
k and let w be a partial word of length k + . We say that w is {k, }-special if there
exists 0 i < k such that seqk,(i)= (i0, i1, i2, . . . , in, in+1) satisﬁes one of the following
conditions:
• seqk,(i) contains two consecutive positions that are holes of w.
• seqk,(i) contains twopositions that are holes ofwwhilew(i0)w(i1)w(i2) . . . w(in+1)
is not 1-periodic.
For example, if k = 4 and = 10, then
• The partial word u with companion u = ab  aab  aabaa   is {4, 10}-special since
seq4,10(0) = (0, 4, 8, 12, 2, 6, 10, 0) contains the consecutive positions 12 and 2 which
are in H(u)= {2, 6, 12, 13}.
• The partial word v with companion v = a  baab  aabaa   is {4, 10}-special since
seq4,10(0) contains the positions 6 and 12 which are in H(v) = {1, 6, 12, 13} while
v(0)v(4)v(8)v(12)v(2)v(6)v(10)v(0)= aaa  b  aa is not 1-periodic.
• The partial word w with companion w = babab  babab  b is not {4, 10}-special.
Note that for the counterexample to Lemma 8 where u = bb and v = abb, we have
seq3,4(0)= (0, 3, 6, 2, 5, 1, 4, 0) which contains the holes 0, 6 of uv while
(uv)(0)(uv)(3)(uv)(6)(uv)(2)(uv)(5)(uv)(1)(uv)(4)(uv)(0)= a  bbbb
is not 1-periodic showing that uv is {3, 4}-special.
The following lemma was used to prove Lemma 10 that follows.
Lemma 9 (Blanchet-Sadri and Luhmann [7]). Let u, v be nonempty words, and let w be
a non {|u|, |v|}-special partial word. If w ⊂ uv and w ⊂ vu, then uv = vu.
Lemma 10 (Blanchet-Sadri and Luhmann [7]). Let u, v be nonempty partial words such
that neither uv nor vu is {|u|, |v|}-special. If uv ↑ vu, then there exists a word w such that
u ⊂ wm and v ⊂ wn for some integers m, n.
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5. Primitive partial words and fundamental properties
A nonempty word u is primitive if there exists no word v such that u = vn with n2.
Note the fact that the empty word is not primitive. Let Q be the set of all primitive words
over A. LetQ1 =Q ∪ {}, and for any n2 letQn = {un | u ∈ Q}.
A partial word u is primitive if there exists no word v such that u ⊂ vn with n2. Note
that if v is primitive and v ⊂ u, then u is primitive as well.
We now discuss several well-known basic properties of primitive words which we extend
to partial words. Throughout A denotes a ﬁnite alphabet containing at least two letters.
5.1. Property 1
Theorem 1 implies the following result.
Proposition 1 (Lothaire [13]). Let u, v be nonempty words and letm, n be integers. If um
and vn have a common preﬁx (respectively, sufﬁx) of length at least |u|+|v|−gcd(|u|, |v|),
then there exists a word x of length not greater than gcd(|u|, |v|) such that u=xk and v=x
for some integers k, .
Corollary 1 (Lyndon and Schützenberger [14]). Let u and v be words. If uk= v for some
positive integers k, , then there exists a word w such that u = wm and v = wn for some
integers m, n.
Corollary 2. Let m, n be positive integers. If m = n, thenQm ∩Qn = ∅.
We now give extensions of Proposition 1 to partial words.
Proposition 2. Let u, v be nonempty words, let y, z be partial words, and let w be a word
satisfying |w| |u| + |v| − gcd(|u|, |v|). If wy ⊂ um and wz ⊂ vn (respectively, yw ⊂ um
and zw ⊂ vn) for some integers m, n, then there exists a word x of length not greater than
gcd(|u|, |v|) such that u= xk and v = x for some integers k, .
Proof. Let w′ be the preﬁx of length |u| + |v| − gcd(|u|, |v|) of w. Both |u| and |v| are
periods of w′. By Theorem 1, gcd(|u|, |v|) is also a period of w′, and hence there exists a
word x of length gcd(|u|, |v|) such that w′ is contained in a power of x. The result clearly
follows. 
Proposition 3. Let u, v be nonempty words, let y, z be partial words, and letw be a partial
word with one hole satisfying |w| |u|+ |v|. Ifwy ⊂ um andwz ⊂ vn (respectively, yw ⊂
um and zw ⊂ vn) for some integers m, n, then there exists a word x of length not greater
than gcd(|u|, |v|) such that u= xk and v = x for some integers k, .
Proof. Let w′ be the preﬁx of length |u| + |v| of w. Both |u| and |v| are periods of w′. By
Theorem 1 or Theorem 2, gcd(|u|, |v|) is also a period of w′, and hence there exists a word
x of length gcd(|u|, |v|) such that w′ is contained in a power of x. If H(w′) = ∅, then the
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result clearly follows. Otherwise, put H(w′)= {i} where 0 i < |w′|. Let r, 0r < |x|, be
the remainder of the division of i by |x|. If i < |x|, then i = r and w′(i + |x|)= x(r), and if
i |x|, thenw′(i− |x|)= x(r). Hence for all 0j < |x| and j = r , we have x(j)=w′(j),
and we have x(r) = w′(i + |x|) or x(r) = w′(i − |x|). Since |x| divides both |u| and |v|,
we conclude that u= xk and v = x for some integers k, . 
Proposition 4.
Let u, v be words satisfying 0< |u|< |v|, let y, z be partial words, and let w be a non
(‖H(w)‖, |u|, |v|)-special partial word satisfying ‖H(w)‖2 and |w|
(‖H(w)‖,|u|,|v|). If wy ⊂ um and wz ⊂ vn (respectively, yw ⊂ um and zw ⊂ vn) for
some integers m, n, then there exists a word x of length not greater than gcd(|u|, |v|) such
that u= xk and v = x for some integers k, .
Proof.
Let w′ be the preﬁx of length (‖H(w)‖,|u|,|v|) of w. Both |u| and |v| are periods of w′.
By Theorem 1 or Theorem 2 or Theorem 3, gcd(|u|, |v|) is also a period of w′, and hence
there exists a word x of length gcd(|u|, |v|) such that w′ is contained in a power of x. If
H(w′)=∅, then the result clearly follows.Otherwise, let i ∈ H(w′). Let r, 0r < |x|, be the
remainder of the division of i by |x|. There exists an integer i′ such that i+i′|x| /∈H(w′) and
w′(i+ i′|x|)=x(r). Hence for all 0j < |x|, we have j /∈H(w′) and x(j)=w′(j), or j ∈
H(w′) and there exists an integer j ′ satisfying j + j ′|x| /∈H(w′) and x(j)=w′(j + j ′|x|).
Since |x| divides both |u| and |v|, we conclude that u = xk and v = x for some integers
k, . 
5.2. Property 2
The following result states that nonempty words can be uniquely written as powers of
primitive words.
Lemma 11 (Lyndon and Schützenberger [14]). If u is a nonempty word, then there exists
a unique primitive word v and a unique positive integer n such that u= vn.
Corollary 3. The equality A∗ =⋃n1Qn holds.
For nonempty partial words, the following result holds.
Lemma 12. If u is a nonempty partial word, then there exists a primitive word v and a
positive integer n such that u ⊂ vn.
Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on the length of u. The conclusion is immediate
for the base case |u| = 1. Now suppose the lemma is true for partial words whose length
is smaller than |u|. If u is primitive, then let v be any word such that u ⊂ v. Then v is
primitive as well and the result follows in this case. If u is not primitive, then u ⊂ vn for
some word v and integer n2. Since |v|< |u|, by the inductive hypothesis, there exists a
primitive word w and a positive integer m such that v ⊂ wm. We have then u ⊂ wmn. 
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Uniqueness does not hold in Lemma 12. The partial word u where u = a serves as a
counterexample (u ⊂ a2 and u ⊂ ba for distinct letters a, b).
5.3. Property 3
It turns out that for two words u and v, the primitiveness of uv implies the primitiveness
of vu as stated in the following result.
Proposition 5 (Shyr and Thierrin [17]). Let u and v be words. If there exists a primitive
word x such that uv = xn for some positive integer n, then there exists a primitive word y
such that vu= yn. In particular, if uv is primitive, then vu is primitive.
A similar result holds for partial words.
Proposition 6. Let u and v be partial words. If there exists a primitive word x such that
uv ⊂ xn for some positive integer n, then there exists a primitive word y such that vu ⊂ yn.
Moreover, if uv is primitive, then vu is primitive.
Proof. First, assume that n= 1. Let x be a primitive word such that uv ⊂ x. Put x = u′v′
where |u′|=|u| and |v′|=|v|. By Proposition 5, since u′v′ is primitive, v′u′ is also primitive.
The result follows with y = v′u′.
Now, assume that n> 1. Since uv ⊂ xn, there exist words x1, x2 such that x = x1x2,
u ⊂ (x1x2)kx1 and v ⊂ x2(x1x2) with k + = n− 1. Since x = x1x2 is primitive, x2x1 is
also primitive by Proposition 5. The result follows since vu ⊂ (x2x1)n.
Now, suppose that uv is a primitive partial word. If vu is not primitive, then there exists
a word y such that vu ⊂ ym for somem2. So there exist words y1, y2 such that y= y1y2,
v ⊂ (y1y2)ky1 and u ⊂ y2(y1y2) with k + =m− 1. Hence uv ⊂ (y2y1)m and uv is not
primitive, a contradiction. Therefore, if uv is primitive, then vu is primitive. 
5.4. Property 4
Proposition 1 implies the following result.
Proposition 7 (Shyr [16]). Let u be a word such that ‖(u)‖2. If a is any letter, then u
or ua is primitive.
Propositions 5 and 7 immediately imply the following result.
Corollary 4. Let u1, u2 be nonempty words such that ‖(u1u2)‖2. Then for any letter
a, u1u2 or u1au2 is primitive.
The following results hold for partial words with one hole.
Proposition 8. Let u be a partial word with one hole such that ‖(u)‖2. If a is any letter,
then u or ua is primitive.
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Proof. Suppose ua ⊂ vm and u ⊂ wn with v,w full words and m2, n2. Then |v| =
(|u|+1)/m and |w|=|u|/n. Hence |v|+|w|=|u|(1/m+1/n)+1/m< |u|+1. Therefore
|u| |v| + |w|. By Proposition 3, there exists a word x such that v = xk and w = x for
some integers k, . It follows that ua ⊂ xkm and u ⊂ xn, which implies that (u) ⊆ {a},
a contradiction. 
Corollary 5. Let u1, u2 be nonempty partial words such that u1u2 has one hole and
‖(u1u2)‖2. Then for any letter a, u1u2 or u1au2 is primitive.
Proof. By Proposition 8, u2u1 or u2u1a is primitive. By Proposition 6, if u2u1 is primitive,
then u1u2 is primitive, and if (u2)(u1a) is primitive, then (u1a)(u2) is primitive. The result
follows. 
Proposition 7 does not hold for partial wordswith at least two holes. Consider for example
the partial word u with companion u = b  abba  b. Neither u nor ua is primitive since
ua ⊂ (bba)3 and u ⊂ (baab)2. The following result however holds for partial words with
at least two holes.
Proposition 9.
Let u be a partial word with at least two holes such that ‖(u)‖2. Let a be any letter
and assume that ua ⊂ vm and u ⊂ wn with v,w full words and integers m2, n2. For
all integers H satisfying 0H‖H(u)‖, let uH be the longest preﬁx of u that contains
exactly H holes. Then the following hold:
1. |u0|< |v| + |w| − gcd(|v|, |w|).
2. |u1|< |v| + |w|.
3. If |v|< |w|, then for all integersH satisfying 2H‖H(u)‖,uH is (H, |v|, |w|)-special
or |uH |<(H,|v|,|w|).
4. If |w|< |v|, then for all integersH satisfying 2H‖H(u)‖,uH is (H, |w|, |v|)-special
or |uH |<(H,|w|,|v|).
Proof. Both |v| and |w| are periods of u. Since v ends with a, put v = xa. We get u ⊂
(xa)m−1x and u ⊂ wn. We consider the following cases:
Case 1: m= n
If m= n, then m|x| +m− 1=m|w|. The latter implies |w| = |x| + (m− 1)/m, which
is impossible.
Case 2: m<n
Since n|w| + 1=m|v| andm<n, we have |w|< |v|. If |u0| |v| + |w| − gcd(|v|, |w|),
then by Proposition 2 there exists a word y such that v=yk andw=y for some integers k, .
Therefore ua ⊂ ykm and u ⊂ yn which is contradictory since ‖(u)‖2, and Statement
1 follows. If |u1| |v| + |w|, then Statement 2 similarly follows using Proposition 3. If uH
is non (H, |w|, |v|)-special and |uH |(H,|w|,|v|), then Statement 4 similarly follows using
Proposition 4.
Case 3: m>n
Since n|w|+1=m|v| andm>n, we have |w| |v|. If |w|> |v|, then this case is similar
to Case 2. If |w| = |v|, thenm= n+ 1 and |v| = 1. This implies that v= a and ‖(u)‖1,
a contradiction. 
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Returning to the above example of the partial word uwith companion u = b  abba  b,
we have v = bba and w = baab. Here |u0| = |b|< |v| + |w| − gcd(|v|, |w|), |u1| = |b 
abba|< |v| + |w|, and |u2| = |b  abba  b|<(2, 3, 4).
5.5. Property 5
The following result has several interesting consequences, proving in some sense that
there exist very many primitive words.
Proposition 10 (Pa˘un et al. [15]).
Let u be a word. If a and b are distinct letters, then ua or ub is primitive.
Corollary 6 (Pa˘un et al. [15]).
1. Let u be a word. Then at most one of the words ua with a ∈ A is not primitive.
2. Let u1 and u2 be words. Then at most one of the words u1au2 with a ∈ A is not
primitive.
Corollary 7 (Pa˘un et al. [15]).
If the language L ⊆ A∗ is inﬁnite, then there exists a ∈ A such that L{a} contains
inﬁnitely many primitive words.
The following results treat the case of partial words with one hole.
Proposition 11. Let u be a partial word with one hole which is not of the form x  x for
any word x. If a and b are distinct letters, then ua or ub is primitive.
Proof. Assume that ua ⊂ vm, ub ⊂ wn for some words v,w and integers m2, n2.
Both |v| and |w| are periods of u, and |u|=m|v|−1=n|w|−1. Hence 2|u|=m|v|+n|w|−2
and so |u| = (m/2)|v| + (n/2)|w| − 1. Since m, n2, we get |u| |v| + |w| − 1.
Case 1: |u| = |v| + |w| − 1.
Here |v| = |w| andm=n= 2. Since v ends with a andw with b, put v= xa andw= yb.
We get u ⊂ xax and u ⊂ yby with x = y. We conclude that u= x  x, a contradiction.
Case 2: |u|> |v| + |w| − 1.
By Proposition 3, there exists a word x such that v = xk and w = x for some integers
k, . Therefore ua ⊂ xmk and ub ⊂ xn which is contradictory since a = b. 
Corollary 8. 1. Let u be a partial word with one hole which is not of the form x  x for any
word x. Then at most one of the partial words ua with a ∈ A is not primitive.
2. Let u1, u2 be partial words such that u2u1 has one hole and is not of the form x  x
for any word x. Then at most one of the words u1au2 with a ∈ A is not primitive.
Proof. Let us ﬁrst prove Statement 1. For a given partial word u which is not of the form
x  x for any word x, apply Proposition 11 for two symbols a and b in A. If ua is primitive,
mark the symbol a, and if ub is primitive, mark the symbol b. At least a symbol is marked
in this way. Continue by considering any two unmarked symbols. Eventually, at most one
symbol remains unmarked, and this completes the proof. For Statement 2, at most one of the
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partial words u2u1a with a ∈ A is not primitive. The result then follows from Proposition
6 since (u2)(u1a) not primitive yields (u1a)(u2) not primitive. 
Corollary 9. Let L ⊆ A∗ ∪A∗ A∗ not containing any partial word of the form x  x for
any word x. If L is inﬁnite, then there exists a ∈ A such that L{a} contains inﬁnitely many
primitive partial words.
Proof. Let a and b be in A. If both L{a} and L{b} contain only a ﬁnite number of primitive
partial words, then for some integer n all the partial words of the form ua, ub with |u|n
will be nonprimitive. However, by Proposition 11, {u}A contains at most one nonprimitive
partial word, a contradiction. 
Proposition 10 does not hold for partial words with at least two holes. Consider for
example the partial word u with companion u = b  b  b. Neither ua nor ub is primitive
since ua ⊂ (ba)3 and ub ⊂ (bb)3. We now describe a result that holds for partial words
with at least two holes.
Let u be a partial word with at least two holes, and letH denote ‖H(u)‖. Put u=u1u2 
. . . uH uH+1 where theuj ’s do not contain any holes.We deﬁne a set SH as follows:Do this
for all 2mH + 1. If there exist a word x and integers 0= i0< i1< i2< · · ·< im−1H
such that
ui0+1  . . .  ui1 ⊂ x,
ui1+1  . . .  ui2 ⊂ x,
...
uim−2+1  . . .  uim−1 ⊂ x,
uim−1+1  . . .  uH+1 ⊂ x,
then put u in the set SH . Otherwise, do not put u in SH . For example, S2 consists of the
partial words of the form x  x  x for a word x, or x1  x2  x1ax2 or x1ax2  x1  x2 for
words x1, x2 and letter a.
Proposition 12. Let u be a partial word with at least two holes which is not in S‖H(u)‖. Let
a, b be distinct letters and assume that ua ⊂ vm and ub ⊂ wn with v,w full words and
integers m2, n2. For all integers H satisfying 0H‖H(u)‖, let vH be the longest
preﬁx of u that contains exactly H holes. Then the following hold:
1. |v0|< |v| + |w| − gcd(|v|, |w|).
2. |v1|< |v| + |w|.
3. If |v|< |w|, then for all integers H satisfying 2H‖H(u)‖, vH is (H, |v|, |w|)-
special or|vH |<(H,|v|,|w|).
4. If |w|< |v|, then for all integers H satisfying 2H‖H(u)‖, vH is (H, |w|, |v|)-
special or |vH |<(H,|w|,|v|).
Proof. Both |v| and |w| are periods of u, and |u| =m|v| − 1= n|w| − 1. Without loss of
generality, we can consider only the case where m = n and the case where m<n. We put
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u=u1 u2  . . . u‖H(u)‖ u‖H(u)‖+1 where the uj ’s do not contain any holes. Since v ends
with a and w with b, put v = xa and w = yb. We have u ⊂ (xa)m−1x and u ⊂ (yb)n−1y.
Case 1: m= n
Here |v| = |w| and |x| = |y|. Note that 2m = n‖H(u)‖ + 1. First, assume that
m = n = ‖H(u)‖ + 1. In this case, it is clear that u1 = u2 = · · · = u‖H(u)‖+1 = x, a
contradiction since u /∈ S‖H(u)‖. Now, assume that m = n‖H(u)‖. There exist integers
0= i0< i1< i2< · · ·< im−1‖H(u)‖ such that
ui0+1  . . .  ui1 ⊂ xa and ui0+1  . . .  ui1 ⊂ yb,
ui1+1  . . .  ui2 ⊂ xa and ui1+1  . . .  ui2 ⊂ yb,
...
uim−2+1  . . .  uim−1 ⊂ xa and uim−2+1  . . .  uim−1 ⊂ yb,
uim−1+1  . . .  u‖H(u)‖+1 ⊂ x and uim−1+1  . . .  u‖H(u)‖+1 ⊂ y.
We get
ui0+1  . . .  ui1 ⊂ x,
ui1+1  . . .  ui2 ⊂ x,
...
uim−2+1  . . .  uim−1 ⊂ x,
uim−1+1  . . .  u‖H(u)‖+1 ⊂ x,
a contradiction with the fact that u /∈ S‖H(u)‖.
Case 2: m<n
Since n|w| =m|v| andm<n, we have |w|< |v|. If |v0| |v| + |w| − gcd(|v|, |w|), then
by Proposition 2 there exists a word y such that v = yk and w = y for some integers k, .
Therefore ua ⊂ ykm and ub ⊂ yn which is contradictory since a = b, and Statement 1
follows. If |v1| |v| + |w|, then Statement 2 similarly follows using Proposition 3. If vH
is non (H, |w|, |v|)-special and |vH |(H,|w|,|v|), then Statement 4 similarly follows using
Proposition 4. 
6. Unbordered partial words
There exists a particularly interesting class of primitive words, the unbordered words. In
this section, we extend some properties of unbordered words to unbordered partial words.
A nonempty word u is unbordered if none of its proper preﬁxes is one of its sufﬁxes.
Otherwise, it is bordered.
Proposition 13 (Choffrut and Karhumäki [8]). Let u be a nonempty word. Then u is un-
bordered if and only if p(u)= |u|. Consequently, unbordered words are primitive.
Unbordered words have the following important property.
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Proposition 14 (Choffrut and Karhumäki [8]). Different occurrences of an unbordered
factor u in a word w never overlap. In other words, different occurrences of an unbordered
factor u in a word w are separate.
The following related result implies that no primitive word u can be an inside factor of
uu.
Proposition 15 (Choffrut and Karhumäki [8]).
Let u be a word. Then u is primitive if and only if u is not a proper factor of uu, that is,
uu= xuy implies x =  or y = .
Proposition 15 ﬁnds some nice applications. Fast algorithms for testing primitivity of
words can be based on this result [9]. Indeed, any linear time pattern matching algorithm
can be used to test whether the pattern u is a proper factor of uu. If the answer is no, then the
primitiveness of u has been veriﬁed. Ref. [12] gives another application of Proposition 15.
There, the authors give a constructive proof for a well-known result of Guibas and Odlyzko
[11] stating that the sets of periods of words are independent of the alphabet size. As a
consequence, they obtain a linear time algorithm which, given a word, computes a binary
one with the same periods. Their algorithm requires primitivity testing.
We now turn our attention to partial words. A nonempty partial word u is unbordered
if no nonempty words x, v,w exist such that u ⊂ xv and u ⊂ wx. Otherwise, it is
bordered.
Proposition 16. Let u be a nonempty partial word. If u is unbordered, then p(u) = |u|.
Consequently, unbordered partial words are primitive.
Proof. First, assume that u is unbordered. Suppose to the contrary that p(u)< |u|. Then
u ⊂ vnw for some word v satisfying |v| = p(u), some preﬁx w of v distinct from v, and
some positive integer n. If w= , then n2 and u ⊂ vvn−1 and u ⊂ vn−1v. If w = , then
put v=wy for some nonempty word y. In this case, u ⊂ wyvn−1w and u ⊂ vnw. In either
case, we get a contradiction with the fact that u is unbordered.
Second, let u be an unbordered partial word and assume that u is not primitive. Then
u ⊂ xk for some word x and integer k2. But then |x| is a period of u smaller than |u|.

Proposition 17. Let u be a nonempty bordered partial word. Let x be the shortest nonempty
word satisfying u ⊂ xv and u ⊂ wx for some nonempty words v,w. If |v| |x|, then
p(u)< |u|.
Proof. Assume that p(u)=|u|. If |v|= |x|, then put u=u1u2 where |u1|= |x|. So u ⊂ xx
and |x| is a period of u smaller than p(u), a contradiction. If |v|> |x|, then put v = v1v2
where |v2| = |x|. So u ⊂ xv1x and |x| is a period of u smaller than p(u), a contradiction.

Note that Proposition 17 does not necessarily hold when |v|< |x| as the partial word u
with companion u = aba  babb shows. Here u is bordered since u ⊂ (ababb)(abb) and
u ⊂ (aba)(ababb) but p(u)= |u|.
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Proposition 18. Different occurrences of an unbordered factor u in a partial wordw never
overlap.
Proposition 15’s versions for partial words can be stated as follows.
Proposition 19. Let u be a partial word with one hole. Then u is primitive if and only if
uu ↑ xuy for some partial words x, y implies x =  or y = .
Proof. Assume that u is primitive and that uu ↑ xuy for some nonempty partial words
x, y. Since |x|< |u|, there exist nonempty partial words z, v such that u = zv, z ↑ x, and
vu ↑ uy. Then zvzv ↑ xzvy yields vz ↑ zv. By Lemma 8, v and z are subsets of powers of
a common word, a contradiction with the fact that u is primitive.
Now, assume that uu ↑ xuy for some partial words x, y implies x =  or y = . Suppose
to the contrary that u is not primitive. Then there exists a nonempty word v and an integer
n2 such that u ⊂ vn. But then uu ↑ vn−1uv, and using our assumption we get vn−1 = 
or v = , a contradiction. 
A linear time algorithm for testing primitivity of partial words with one hole was based
on Proposition 19 [4]. There, the authors give a constructive proof for an extension of the
well-known result of Guibas and Odlyzko [11] to partial words with one hole.
Proposition 20. Let u be a partial word with at least two holes.
1. If uu ↑ xuy for some partial words x, y implies x =  or y = , then u is primitive.
2. If u is primitive and uu ↑ xuy for some nonempty partial words x and y, then u is
{|x|, |y|}-special.
Proof. Statement 1 follows as in Proposition 19. For Statement 2, assume that u is primitive
and uu ↑ xuy for some nonempty partial words x, y. Suppose to the contrary that u is not
{|x|, |y|}-special. Let u1 be the preﬁx of length |x| of u, and let u2 be the sufﬁx of length |y|
of u. Then u1u2u1u2 ↑ xu1u2y yields u1u2 ↑ u2u1. Now, since u=u1u2 is not {|u1|, |u2|}-
special, by Lemma 10, u1 and u2 are subsets of powers of a common word, a contradiction
with the fact that u is primitive. 
The following example illustrates Proposition 20. Let u, x, y be partial words with com-
panions u=abbbbb, x=a, and y=cbbcb. Here uu ↑ xuy and u is {2, 6}-special
since seq2,6(0)=(0, 2, 4, 6, 0) contains the holes 2 and6whileu(0)u(2)u(4)u(6)u(0)=
a  b  a is not 1-periodic.
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